
/2023 Atthis hidden
time, State

⑰.Inference emissions ↓

S

e
observation I

p(zex,) aq(2,x,) =N2)2) knowna

- / I

"proportional to
"

computefor every value of 21
4(21) Bt (2t)

Hen normalize by the sum "forward" "backward"

X-Recursion:Suppose we know 21.1/i) =p(Xitr, 2z =i)
for every

marginalize outWhatis Xt(j) for all; It-1

x
+(j) =p(X,:E1, 2t =i)p(2t=j(2, i)q(xz j)-
-

=, (i). Aij p(x-12-j
Base case:2,(j) =p(x,2, =j) =p(2,=j)p(X, (2, -j)
-

prior emission

for B, (i):compute itbased on Bets (i) for every
i



All together: To inter p(2t/X1:5)-

① Compute xt's and Bt's recursively

⑰ compute pl2:j(xit) =AB (j)

- +i) B+ (i)--

-HMM parameters
How to compute

Again EM good parameters?
Idea of EM. If we had

completedata, our lives are easy
q(2,) =2i?e
I Sequence 1 p(xt2=1)

-Normalwith

N
=8ifI sequenaz 6 =6

P(x1)2z
=2) =

Normal with

p(2/2e = 1) =yz Not 1.4
62 =0.1

2/3 if 2z =3
-

Now:Suppose we don'tknow It's
E-step creates fictitious data (w/ smartguessing)
M-step estimates params on fictitious data

"pseudocounts"↳Estep:compute
asis',tSuppose you get:



Pretend our datalooks like
I have 21: 1

10 copies of Sequence Iwhere-I have 21 =2
I
I has 2,: 3

10 copies of Sequence I where -I have 2= 1

3 have 2,=2
I I has 21 = 3

Mep (Estimate parameters)
Just treatthis fictitious data as reach

I count things to estimate parameters

p(2, =1) =80
P(2,

=2) =10/20

P(2, =3)
=2/20

-

resions:

ep:Infer P(2tX:i) for every t

Suppose for some t, xt = 1.7

P(2z141:T) =2.7, 1,.2]

Then we have of "counts"of (2.=1, xe=1.7)
· I "counts"of(2,=2, Xt= 1.7)
.
2 "counts"of (2,3, 4+=1.7)



Transitions-

Estep: We want pseudocts of how many times
-

State i -> state j

p(2t-1,2t (X,)
Based on observations, which pairs (2-1, 21)

are likely?

--
p2,XT)

=P(Xlit-1,2E) ·P(Xt:+(21).
as

&__"(2x- 1) Bt(z)

↓ · P(2+2+-) p(xt)2t)

then normalize over all pairs of (2t1, 21)

Mep:Use these pseudocountsto estimate

-

transition probabilities
Announcements
- HW3 starter code
- Section:Neural network optimizeth



B

p(2x, x,) =pe I

P(2+,X,).P(+12)-
-

A B A

:P12t, xit) . P (XtH:+12t)
>

points in IR2
but a singleex Fall of information
line captures

X

Clustering
Dimensionality Reduction d

Given 2x,. -, x')3t R
Find a lower-dimensional subspace
that preservestmostofthe information

Method:Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-

Frnow:Wantto find a good I-D projection
=>>>-

key assumption:Data has mean &

↳In practice:compute mean ofthedataI

subtract it away



Parameter WaRd thatdefines the 1-D subspace
11WII= 1

Whatloss function describes a "good"choice of we

RestructionError

E11x().Proj-(xi-

projectiononto w

-Elix- (wix).WIl
i=1

CosO:wix
-

IXII I/wilchooseis Yostfunction XIIcosO==
e

inirrigentBy Pythagorean Theorem:

(wix]+ Recont =IIXIError

e- --

maximize wantto Fixed
this

2=) minimize

maximize (wixly

xis is justvariance ofwit


